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Respected cultural travel guides featuring Michelin stars and tours. This brand new, completely

revised edition features the best of the Chteaux of the Loire. The Loire Valley is a cultural landscape

of great renown and beauty, noteworthy, too, for the very high quality of its architectural heritage,

boasting more than 300 chteaux in and around such historic towns as Amboise, Angers, Blois,

Chinon, Saumur and Tours. So rich and diverse is this pedigree that in December 2000, UNESCO

added the central part of the valley to its list of World Heritage Sites. Tours, maps, full-color photos,

illustrations and plenty of new content help you explore the Chteaux, while Michelin's celebrated

star-rating system and respected maps make sure you see the best that the Loire Valley has to

offer.Use with Michelin Road Map No. 517.
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One Team: A Devotion to Quality There&#x92;s just one reason our team is dedicated to producing

quality travel publications&#x97;you, our reader. We want you to get the maximum benefit from your

trip&#x97;and from your money. In today&#x92;s multiple-choice world of travel, the options are

many, perhaps overwhelming. In our guidebooks, we try to minimize the guesswork involved with

travel. We scout out the attractions, prioritize them with star ratings, and describe what you&#x92;ll

discover when you visit them. To help you orient yourself, we provide colorful and detailed, but

easy-to-follow maps. Floor plans of some of the major museums help you plan your tour.

Throughout the guides, we offer practical information, touring tips and suggestions for finding the

best views of the city, a good place for a break or where to make that special purchase. Lodging



and dining are always a big part of travel, so we compile a selection of hotels and restaurants that

we think convey the feel of the city, and organize them by geographic area and price. We also

highlight shopping, recreational and entertainment venues, especially the hot spots. If you&#x92;re

short on time, two- and four-day itineraries are included so you can hit the highlights and quickly

absorb the best of the destination. For those of you who love to experience a destination on foot, we

add walking tours, complete with a map. And we list other companies who offer boat, bus or guided

walking tours of the city, some with culinary, historical or other themes. In short, we test and retest,

check and recheck to make sure that our guidebooks are truly just that: a personalized guide to help

you make the most of your visit. After all, we want you to enjoy traveling as much as we do.The

Michelin Green Guide Team --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

I totally disagree with the previous reviewer. Just because one fails to find one entry doesn't mean

the book is faulty. Let's not overlook all of the useful information in the book and the beautiful

photographs as well.I love the Michelin star system and find that it in fact lines up beautifully with my

interests when I travel. Something rated 3 stars I do usually find fantastic and the things they find

worth mentioning or just giving one star to I mostly agree with.This book somehow manages to be

light enough and of a size and shape that make it very portable and not at all a hassle to take

along.The information given helped us both in the planning stages helping us choose which

chateaux to devote our time to and also while we were there, we could pull this out and read up a

little on our next stop or look something up about the history of where we were visiting.I browsed a

few different guides before making my choice and I'm very pleased with my choice. It seems like a

lot of people choose the Eyewitness guide for this and although it is pretty to look at, I just didn't find

the information as thorough as in this Michelin guide.

I was expecting this guide to only be about the chateaux of the Loire, a reasonable expectation

given the title. But in fact it is a more generally useful guide, and probably should be given the title

"Guide to the Loire, with lots of information about the Chateaux." A pleasant surprise.

There are a number of Loire Valley guides but I found this one to be the best by far. The details and

added insights made our week in the Loire so much more meaningful and interesting. It really was

our companion throughout our visit.

The Chateau of the Loire are the best thing in France outside of Paris. You should definitely be



aware of them if you're going to France.

A very handy format and easy to use with plenty of suggestions and good maps. This is a must

travel companion in the Loire Valley.

Poorly organized and difficult to use. Inadequate index. If you don't happen to know that the St.

Julien church you heard about is actually a cathedral, and alphabatized under "C" for cathedral in

the index and not "S" for St. or "J" for Julien, you, like me, will come to loathe this book.
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